In this work, numerical algebraic operations are performed by using several libraries whose algorithm are optimized to drain resources from hardware architecture. In particular, dot product of two vectors and the matrix-matrix product of two dense matrices are computed. In addition, the Cholesky decomposition on a real, symmetric, and positive de nite matrix is performed through routines for band and sparse matrix storage. The involved CPU time is used as an indicator of the performance of the employed numerical tool.
Introduction
The typical problems of structural mechanics are governed by di erential equations. In this framework, the nite element method (FEM) [5] arose as a technique which allows to transform such kind of problems in ones governed by algebraic equations, whose solution can be addressed to a computer. The more sophisticated the analysis, the higher the computational cost is. Therefore, the usage of a computer becomes an essential part of the analysis process. Herein, several computational tools are be tested in order to assess the ability to improve the performance of a numerical FEM software. Such tools are known as linear algebra libraries, i.e. a set of routines performing matrix-vector computations, the solution of linear systems and eigenvalue problems, which are optimized to fully exploit hardware resources, that is expected to play a crucial role in the overall performance of a numerical software. In this context, the continuous di erential problem becomes a discretized algebraic one described by matrices and vectors, simple to handle numerically by using a class of libraries able to solve matrix-matrix operations, linear systems, and eigenvalue problems; thus, the development of sophisticated linear algebra routines plays a crucial role.
One supposes to perform the matrix-matrix product of two square matrices of size n: the complexity of the problem, in terms of the number of elementary operations to be computed, amounts to n . One would think that on the same machine this operation, carried out by tools using the identical algorithm, will last the same duration, but this is not true. In contrast to a naive implementation of an algorithm, these libraries are able to exploit the technology of the computer and then draw resources on the particular computer architecture, thus saving the duration of the analysis.
On the other hand, the developments in the technology results in the creation of microprocessors faster than the main memory; thus, the access to the memory represents a real bottleneck in the overall performance of an application. In 1970, Moore [25] suggested that the CPU speed would grow much more, while the RAM speed would be almost constant in the next thirty years. Consequently, an application can waste a lot of time waiting for data, involving a negative impact on the overall performance, and in addition preventing the exploitation of the high speed of the CPU.
The purpose of this work is to demonstrate how routines that can use e ciently hardware technology will show better performances, even if they employ the same algorithm of a naive implementation, [1, 7, 16, 18] . For the numerical test campaign, a machine equipped with Intel Core i5-2400 3.40 GHz, L2 6 MB cache, 4 GB RAM, and the OS Ubuntu 12.04, has been used. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical/computational background is discussed. In Section 3, performances of numerical libraries are presented. Finally, Section 4 provides concluding remarks.
Numerical methods
In this section, the basic idea concerning the matrix-matrix product and the Cholesky decomposition are discussed, thus giving an idea about the number of involved oating point operations that a numerical algorithm performs. In addition, the methodology used to depict a performance pro le is presented.
. . The matrix-matrix product
Let A and B be two matrices to be multiplied. Such matrices are de ned as follows
where A and B possess n × m and m × p dimensions, respectively. The product matrix C of dimensions n × p is computed as
If A and B are both square matrices of order n, n operations are required to compute the product matrix C. Notice that the matrix-vector product between the matrix A and the vector b is a speci c case of the matrixmatrix one, where A is a m × n matrix, b is a column vector c of length n (or a matrix of dimension n × ) and the output is a vector of length n. If A is a n × n matrix, the number of involved operations amounts to n . In addition, if a and b are two vectors of length n, the dot product of a and b is a scalar quantity c obtained by multiplying corresponding entries and then summing those products:
A number of elementary operations equal to n is performed in order to compute the dot product of two vectors.
. The Cholesky decomposition
The Cholesky decomposition is the factorization of a Hermitian, positive-de nite matrix A into the product of a lower triangular matrix L and its conjugate transpose L + :
If A is real and symmetric, the conjugate transpose is equal to the transpose L T :
This algorithm starts with A ( ) = A (2.6)
Then, in the next steps:
Iterations end after n steps when A(n) = . The lower triangular matrix L is calculated as
The Cholesky-Crout algorithm starts from the upper left corner of the matrix L and proceeds to calculate the matrix column by column:
(2.14)
.
Evaluation of the performance pro le
Let S be a set of solvers whose performances have to be estimated on a set of problem T by monitoring one or more informations. A parameter s ij is related to the solver i ∈ S when it is applied to the problem j ∈ T. The lower is s ij , the better we can consider the solver i. For all the set T, the performance of the solver i is compared to the best solver in S. Letŝ j = min{s ij ; i ∈ S}. Then, for α and for each i ∈ S it is possible to de ne
The performance pro le of the solver i is given by the expression
The quantity p i ( ) gives the fraction of examples for which the solver i is more e cient, in terms of the s ij parameter. Such parameter is identi ed in the involved CPU time. 
Results
In this section, a set of computational tools is tested in order to assess their performances on solving dot product and matrix-matrix product. Matrices characterized by di erent shapes and dimensions are used and the employed routines are designed to compute operations between generic dense matrices. Results are given in terms of involved CPU time and giga ops. Moreover, the Cholesky decomposition, that is a very frequent in computational mechanics, is computed. Such operation usually requires a large amount of time in a FEM analysis. In this case, the employed routines are ad-hoc designed to handle real, symmetric and positive definite matrices. Banded and sparse storage techniques are used. Finally, the performance pro le is estimated by using the procedure in [13] .
. The dot product
Here, the dot product of two vectors is computed. Since n operations are involved, it is expected a linear relation between the CPU time and the size of the vectors, being n the size of the vector. This is assessed in Fig. 1 , where the CPU time in seconds is plotted against the dimension. Di erent libraries are used. The ACML and MKL routines [3] are two variants of the same algorithm: the former is optimized for AMD processors, the latter for Intel ones. The BLITZ [2] routine is ad hoc designed for vector-vector manipulation. In contrast to optimized algorithm, a naive implementation of the dot product is also depicted. Figure 1 shows that the MKL has the best performance, since an Intel processor equips the employed computer. On the other hand, the naive implementation is the worst solution, since it is unable to exploit hardware resources.
. The matrix-matrix product
The product between two square matrices of dimension n×n is performed. In this case, the number of involved operations amounts to n . In Fig. 2 , the CPU time is depicted against the dimension n and a cubic relation is experienced. The ACML and MKL show the best performances. In particular, the MKL routine involves the lower CPU time due to the reason above assessed. The EIGEN library [14] possesses good performance, while BLITZ performs worse the naive implementation, since such library is designed only to handle vectors. Such results are con rmed in Fig. 3 , where the number of operation (× ) per second is depicted against the dimension n, both in a logarithmic scale. 
. The solution of a linear system
Herein, the solution of the linear system A · x = b is tested, where A is a matrix of coe cients to be decomposed, x is the vectors of the unknowns and the right-hand side vector b is known, [10, 21, 22, 24] . Again, the ACML and MKL routines are two variants of the same algorithm: the former is optimized for AMD processors, the latter for Intel ones. In addition, a naive implementation of the Cholesky-Crout decomposition of a banded matrix, which is not optimized respect to hardware resources, has been implemented. Moreover, the following solvers for sparse storage are used: CHOLMOD [11], SPOOLES [4], and PARDISO [26] . The sti ness matrix of a cantilever beam depicted in Fig. 4 is used in the factorization process. Such cantilever is invested by a viscous uid.
It is a classical problem of uid-structure interaction [12, 15, 19, 20] , where the uid is solved through the lattice Boltzmann method, that is known to be a fast and powerful computational tool [6, 8, 9, 27] . The structure solver uses a nite element approach, whose limit is the higher the number of degrees of freedom, the higher the computational cost is. To avoid that the computational e ort of the structural solver can a ect the overall analysis, a good choice is to use an optimized library in such FEM process. To achieve the dynamics of the cantilever beam, the approach proposed in [23] is adopted. Di erent matrices are obtained due to different mesh re nements. The performances of di erent libraries is depicted in Fig. 5 , where it is shown that the best solution is to adopt a sparse solver. In particular, PARDISO is the most performant tool, since it is designed for an Intel computer. On the other hand, the very poor performance of the naive implementation of the Cholesky-Crout decomposition is assessed. Routines designed for banded storage represent an e ective alternative to the naive implementation, as already a rmed in the previous computations.
Conclusions
This work aimed to underline that a naive implementation of an algorithm is an obsolete choice. In fact, the need of increasingly re ned and sophisticated analyzes leads to a higher amount of the computational cost; thus, the modern programming techniques can not be separated from the usage of numerical tools optimized respect the exploitation of hardware resources. As shown, the speed-up can be orders of several times larger. Such wide di erence is due to the manner in which, through appropriate implementations, the CPU accesses the data it needs.
First, the dot product of two vectors has been investigated. The MKL routine is the most performant routine, since an Intel processor has been used. Notice also the e ectiveness of the BLITZ library. Such tool showed very poor performances in the second test, the matrix-matrix product, since it is designed only for vector manipulations. The MKL is con rmed to be the best choice. Finally, performances of numerical libraries in factorizing a matrix through the Cholesky decomposition have been checked. Such operation is as common as expensive in a FEM code. Usually, the matrix to be decomposed is real, symmetric, positive de nite and shows a band pattern. Solvers developed for band and sparse storage have been employed and results show the most performant tool is PARDISO, since an Intel processor has been employed. Thus, it can be stated that the adoption of such sparse solver can be taken into consideration even if the matrix exhibits a band pattern, since it demonstrated performances superior than solvers designed ad-hoc for a band storage. In addition, the MKL library is the best choice among the band solvers, since Intel machine and processor is used.
Therefore, it is possible to assess that the modern programming techniques bene t from the adoption of e ective numerical tools for solving a numerical algebraic problem, by draining hardware resources. A future development is to employ the MTL4 library [17] , providing an easy and intuitive interface and enabling optimal performance that is expected to improve much more the performances of a FEM software [16] .
